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1. Theoretical background

1.1 Crystal field

When an ion is embedded into a crystal, it experiences a crystal field (CF) (also crys-
talline electric field) which is given by the surroundings of the ion and symmetry of the
ion site. Symmetry of a crystal, defined by a finite crystallographic group, is necessarily
lower than full rotational symmetry of a free ion and, thus, CF effects generally lead to
the splitting of the free-ion energy levels according to the group theory [1]. In contrast
with ions of 3d elements, the perturbation due to the CF is in the case of rare earth ions
small compared to the spin-orbit splitting (which is weaker than residual interaction)
and hence CF lifts the degeneracy of multiplets as illustrated in the Fig. 1.1.

The degeneracy of the ions with odd number of electrons cannot be removed by
the CF completely - according to the Kramers theorem energy levels of an ion in a
presence of an electric field of any nature, including CF, remain at least twofold and
evenly degenerate [2]. Ions with odd numbers of electrons (incuding e. g. Ce3+ and
Nd3+) are therefore referred to as Kramers ions.

We will describe CF effects on the basis of a simple point-charge model as presented
in [3] using the method of operator equivalents originally introduced by Stevens [4].

Although CF effects cannot be interpreted as an electrostatic interaction only [5],
this model provides a qualitatively good description of the CF, since a number of energy
levels and their degeneracy is determined solely by symmetry.

It assumes that CF effects of crystalline environment on a single magnetic ion can
be described as electrostatic interaction with point charges qj at positions Rj with
potential

VCF(r) =
∑
j

qj
|Rj − r|

. (1.1)

The further step is to express the electrostatic potential (1.1) in terms of spherical

Figure 1.1: Consecutive splitting of 4f energy levels due to the residual interaction,
spin-orbit coupling and crystal field, its typical magnitudes and quantum numbers
characterizing states. After [6].
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harmonics employing the so-called Laplace expansion [7]

1

|Rj − r|
=
∑
n

rn

Rn+1
j

4π

2n+ 1

n∑
m=−n

(−1)mY −mn (θj , φj)Y
m
n (θ, φ) (1.2)

and subsequently switch from complex spherical harmonics Y m
n to their real counter-

parts - tesseral harmonics Zmn which are defined and listed e. g. in [8]. Tesseral harmon-
ics Zmn are already closely related to Stevens operators Omn , which can be obtained by
substitution of coordinates x, y and z with (properly symmetrized) components of total
angular momentum Jx, Jy and Jz, respectively, as illustrated below on the example of
tesseral harmonic Z0

2 and operator O0
2

Z0
2 ∝ 3z2 − r2∑

j

(3z2
j − r2

j ) ∝ 〈r2〉
[
3J2

z − J(J + 1)
]

= 〈r2〉O0
2.

A complete list of other Stevens operators Omn can be found in [3] or [9]. Finally, we
can thereby get the CF Hamiltonian HCF from Eq. (1.1) in a well-known form:

HCF =
∑
n,m

Bm
n O

m
n =

∑
n,m

Amn 〈rn〉 θnOmn . (1.3)

Here Bm
n , respectively Amn are crystal-field parameters, multiplicative factors θn (θ2 ≡

αJ , θ4 ≡ βJ , θ6 ≡ γJ) are so-called Stevens coefficients which are tabulated for each
RE ion [3]. Matrix elements of the CF Hamiltonian (1.3) can be then thanks to the
Wigner-Eckart theorem evaluated within the basis of functions {|αJMJLS〉} without
the need of going back to the Cartesian Hamiltonian (1.1). In practice, summation
in Eq. (1.3) does not run over all possible indices n, m but due to the symmetry is
restricted to only several relevant independent terms yielding non-zero matrix elements,
especially [10]:

� All terms with n > 2l, where l is the orbital quantum number of a single electron
in the incompletely occupied shell, vanishes.

� Terms with n > 2J do not contribute.

� The term with n = m = 0 is spherically symmetric and hence it does not cause
splitting.

� All odd-n terms in Eq. (1.3) disappear in consequence of orthogonality of spherical
harmonics.

� Having the coordinate axes properly chosen with respect to a crystal, it holds due
to the local point symmetry of the magnetic ion site:

– If the z-axis is a p-fold axis of symmetry, terms do not apply unless m is an
integer multiple of p.

– If the y-axis is a twofold axis of symmetry, terms with n+m odd vanish.

These rules practically reduce a number of applicable terms in Eq. (1.3) to some of those
with n = 2, 4, 6. Furthermore, relations among Stevens operators of the same order
apply for particular CF symmetries. Consequently, there are only several independent
CF parameters for particular crystal systems depending on a crystallographic point
group of the magnetic ion site as listed in the Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Independent CF parameters for particular crystal systems and point groups. Sym-
bol ∗ designates complex CF parameters [11].

crystal system point groups (Schoenflies) point groups (Hermann-Mauguin) CF parameters

cubic T Td Th O Oh 23 4̄3m m3 432 m3m B0
4B

0
6

tetragonal D4h D2d C4v D4 4/mmm 4̄2m 4mm 422 B0
2B

0
4B

4
4B

4
6B

0
6

tetragonal C4 S4 C4h 4 4̄ 4/m B0
2B

0
4B

4
4B

4∗
6 B0

6

hexagonal C3h D3h C6v D6 C6 D6h C6h 6̄ 6̄m2 6mm 622 6 6/mmm 6/m B0
2B

0
4B

0
6B

6
6

trigonal C3v D3d D3 3m 3̄m 32 B0
2B

0
4B

3
4B

0
6B

3
6B

6
6

trigonal C3 S6 3 3̄ B0
2B

0
4B

3
4B

0
6B

3∗
6 B6∗

6

orthorhombic D2 C2v D2h 222 2mm mmm B0
2B

2
2B

0
4B

2
4B

4
4B

0
6B

2
6B

4
6B

6
6

monoclinic C2 C2h 2 2/m B0
2B

2
2B

0
4B

2∗
4 B4∗

4 B0
6B

2∗
6 B4∗

6 B6∗
6

triclinic C1 Ci 1 1̄ (15 parameters)

As an illustrative example of (1.3) we present the CF Hamiltonian of the Ce3+ ion
in the tetragonal environment∗. In general, Hamiltonian of the tetragonal CF consists
of five terms:

Htetr
CF = B0

2O
0
2 +B0

4O
0
4 +B4

4O
4
4 +B0

6O
0
6 +B4

6O
4
6. (1.4)

But since J = 5/2 for Ce3+ ion, the higher-order terms with n = 6 do not contribute
according to the previously mentioned rules and by evaluating the Eq. (1.4) in the basis
{|αJMJLS〉} we get (here states are designated by |MJ〉)

Htetr
CF (Ce3+) =

|5/2〉 |3/2〉 |1/2〉 |−1/2〉 |−3/2〉 |−5/2〉



〈5/2| A 0 0 0 12
√

5B4
4 0

〈3/2| 0 B 0 0 0 12
√

5B4
4

〈1/2| 0 0 C 0 0 0
〈−1/2| 0 0 0 C 0 0

〈−3/2| 12
√

5B4
4 0 0 0 B 0

〈−5/2| 0 12
√

5B4
4 0 0 0 A

,

(1.5)
where

A = 10B0
2 + 60B0

4

B = −2B0
2 − 180B0

4 (1.6)

C = 120B0
4 − 8B0

2 .

Energies and corresponding wave functions can be then obtained by solving a standard
eigenvalues problem. In case of Ce3+ in the tetragonal CF, the procedure leads to
three Kramers doublets. Using values of the CF parameters for e. g. the tetragonal
compound CePd5Al2 published by Nakano et. al. [13] (B0

2 = −12 K, B0
4 = −0.1 K and

B0
4 = 1.9 K) we will explicitly have:

|Γ±7 〉 =∓ 0.963 |±5/2〉 ± 0.269 |∓3/2〉 ↔ EΓ7 = 0 K

|Γ±8 〉 = 0.269 |±5/2〉+ 0.963 |∓3/2〉 ↔ EΓ8 = 197 K (1.7)

|Γ±9 〉 = |±1/2〉 ↔ EΓ9 = 224 K.

As we can see individual Kramers doublets are composed of linear combinations of wave
functions with the opposite projection of the total angular momentum.

In the following section we will inspect effects of the CF on magnetic properties.

∗Initially, we intended to present the Hamiltonian of the Nd3+ in the tetragonal CF here which
would be more meaningful with respect to the topic of the thesis. But since its matrix is much larger
(10 × 10) and involves sixth-order terms we decided on Ce3+ for better lucidity, similarly as in [12].
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1.2 Influence of the crystal field on magnetic properties

Since the CF produces an energy level scheme different from that of a free ion and affects
a charge density distribution upon the magnetic ion site, it is crucial for magnetic prop-
erties influencing fundamentally the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The Hamiltonian
of the CF system under magnetic field may be written as follows:

H = HCF + gµBJiH, (1.8)

where Ji is the component of the total angular momentum in the direction of the field
H. Field dependence of magnetization can be then calculated considering Hamiltonian
(1.8) and its eigenstates with the help of formula:

Mi =
1

Z

∑
n

µn exp

(
−En
kBT

)
. (1.9)

Here µn = −gµB 〈n| Ji |n〉 is the moment of the level with the energy En and Z is the
partition function. Zeeman term in Eq. (1.8) causes rather small splitting compared
to the CF (typically in order of 1-10 K for rare-earth systems in common laborato-
ry magnetic fields) allowing us employing perturbation expansion in order to find an
expression for susceptibility. The energy up to second-order perturbation will be

En(H) = En + gµBH 〈n| Ji |n〉+ (gµB)2H2
∑
m 6=n

|〈m| Ji |n〉|2

Em − En
. (1.10)

Using partition function, its relation to the free energy F = −kBT lnZ and thermo-
dynamic definition of susceptibility χ = ∂M

∂H

∣∣
H→0

∝ − ∂2F
∂H2 , we can obtain after some

rather tedious derivation (more thoroughly e. g. in [12]) an appropriate relation for
the paramagnetic CF susceptibility:

χiCF =
N

V

(gJµB)2

Z

[∑
n
|〈n| Ji |n〉|2

kBT
exp

(
−En
kBT

)

+
∑
n,m
n 6=m

|〈m| Ji |n〉|2
exp

(
−En
kBT

)
− exp

(
−Em
kBT

)
Em − En

]
.

(1.11)

States |n〉 and energies En are eigenstates and eigenvalues of the CF Hamiltonian. First
term in (1.11) containing diagonal matrix elements of the total angular momentum
tends to diverge as 1

T at low temperatures and it is the Curie term. The latter term
incorporating matrix elements between different CF states becomes constant at zero
temperature and it is reffered as the Van Vleck paramagnetic contribution [14].

To demonstrate effects of the CF on magnetic properties we again chose the tetrago-
nal CePd5Al2 as an example and we used wave functions and energies (1.7) to calculate
field dependence of magnetization, susceptibility and splitting of the energy levels under
magnetic field with and without CF (Fig. 1.2).
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Figure 1.2: Effects of the CF on magnetic properties in the tetragonal CePd5Al2:
Field dependence of magnetization (a) using (1.9) , susceptibility (b) according relation
(1.11), splitting of the energy levels under magnetic field without (c) and with the
CF (d). Parameters used for calculation of the curves are taken from [13]:
CF parameters:
B0

2 = −12 K, B0
4 = −0.1 K, B0

4 = 1.9 K,
molecular field parameters:
λ[100]=-5.8×106 mol m−3; λ[001]=-2.0×105 mol m−3;
temperature independent terms in susceptibilities:

χ
[100]
0 =-6.3×10−10 m3 mol−1, χ

[001]
0 =-5.0×10−9 m3 mol−1.
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2. Experimental techniques

2.1 Neutron diffraction

Thermal neutrons commonly interact with a solid in a twofold manner: Short range
forces in nuclei of atoms give rise to nuclear scattering, whereas dipolar interactions
with magnetic moments of unpaired electrons cause magnetic scattering. These two
contributions to neutron scattering can be usually considered separately. In crystals,
we can conveniently apply formalism of scattering theory taking advantage of their
periodicity. This introduces i. a. an important term of structure factors - intensities
measured in the diffraction experiment are then generally proportional to their squared
modulus. Structure factor for neutron nuclear scattering F hklN might be obtained as
[15]:

F hklN =
∑
j

bcj e−iQ·rj e−Wj . (2.1)

Summation runs over atoms in the unit cell at positions rj , b
c
j are their coherent scat-

tering lenghts, Q is a momentum transfer and Wj represents the temperature factor.
From F hklN we can retrieve essentially similar information about crystal structure as
from X-ray diffraction - positions of the peaks in diffraction patterns are given by the
Bragg’s law and correspond to the distances of crystal planes with Miller indices hkl.
The difference between the two methods lies in scattering-angle independent nuclear
scattering lengths bcj (in contrast with varying X-ray form factors) and comparatively
higher sensitivity of neutrons to light elements.

The importance of neutrons consists in determining of magnetic structures. These
are usually described in terms of propagation vectors, also called k-vectors. For mag-
netic structure factor we can use the following formula, summing over moments within
the unit cell [16]:

FM ∝
∑
j

fj(Q)mk
j e−iQ·rj e−Wj , (2.2)

where fj is a magnetic form factor and mk
j component of the moment associated with

the propagation vector k (also the basis vector) and related to the physical magnetic
moment mj of the j-th atom in a unit cell by Fourier expansion:

mj =
∑
{k}

mk
j e−ik·T, (2.3)

where T is the lattice translational vector.

Instrument description

The neutron diffraction experiment was carried out at the instrument E6 at the Helmholtz
Centre Berlin. E6 (see Fig. 2.1) is a focusing diffractometer optimized for the neutron
wavelength 2.4Å and covering scattering angles from 5◦ to 140◦ [17, 18]. The device al-
lows experiments on both single crystalline and powdered samples. It is equipped with
a vertically and horizontally bent monochromator and a position sensitive detector. As
for collimation, the instrument offers two options: The steady Soller type collimator
provides better maximal possible resolution at the cost of relatively low neutron flux,
so measurement requires longer time. The adjustable fan collimator can change incli-
nation of its blades during angular scan delivering higher flux and together with the
monochromator it enables optimal performance at medium resolution [19].
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Various different sample environments can be installed on the diffractometer to
perform experiments under required conditions. In order to deliver low temperatures
down to 0.4 K, we used Oxford Instruments Variox cryostat during our measurement.

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the E6 diffractometer. Taken from [20].

2.2 Inelastic neutron scattering

Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) is a powerful tool for examination of excitations in
condensed matter. One of its numerous possible applications is using it for the direct
investigation of CF levels in crystals. In such case, the following formula for a double
differential cross section might be employed assuming the dipole approximation and an
unpolarized beam of neutrons [11, 21]:

d2σ

dΩdE
= N

kf

ki
(γr0)2e−2W

[1

2
gf(Q)

]2
(2.4)

×
∑
i,j

pi |〈Γi|J⊥ |Γj〉|2 δ(~ω − Ei + Ej) =
kf

ki
S(Q, E).

Here constants N , γ and r0 denote a number of scattering centres (ions), the neutron
gyromagnetic ratio and the classical electron radius, respectively, kf and ki represent the
final and initial neutron wavevector. Information about the CF is included in the sum:
Magnitudes of the CF transition intensities observed in the INS spectrum are given by
matrix elements of the operator J⊥ between CF states |Γi〉 and |Γj〉 and by Boltzmann
probabilities pi, their positions correspond to the energy differences between CF levels.
Quantity ~ω is the change of the neutron energy (energy transfer) and function S(Q, E)
on the rightmost side of (2.4) is the so-called scattering function.

CF excitations might be often conveniently studied with a polycrystalline sample.
In such case, matrix elements of the operator J⊥ in (2.4) (projection of the total angular
momentum J to the direction perpendicular to the scattering vector Q) take the form
of the polycrystalline average [22]:

〈Γi|J⊥ |Γj〉2 =
1

3

(
〈Γi| J+ |Γj〉2 +〈Γi| J− |Γj〉2 + 2〈Γi| Jz |Γj〉2

)
. (2.5)
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In practice, CF linewidths broaden due to relaxation processes in a material and the
delta function in (2.4) passes into Lorentzian. However, the data collected in the
experiment are above that always convoluted with the instrument resolution function
which is in case of the time-of-flight spectrometer discussed in the following paragraph
nearly Gaussian [23].

Instrument description and the time-of-flight technique

The inelastic neutron scattering experiment was performed at the IN4C instrument
[24] at the ILL Grenoble. IN4C (shown in Fig. 2.2) is the indirect geometry high-flux
time-of-flight spectrometer. It operates in the thermal neutron energy range (∼10-100
meV) and offers several possible monochromators delivering different neutron wave-
lengths. The bank of 3He tube detectors (complemented by the 3He multidetector)
covers scattering angles of up to 120◦.

The experiment at the instrument proceeds as follows: The polychromatic neutron
beam is firstly partially monochromatised by the two counter-rotating disc choppers.
This is further accomplished by the monochromator, so the energy of the incoming
neutrons is well-defined. Then the neutrons pass through the Fermi chopper which is
essentially a rotating collimator producing short pulses of the monochromatic neutron
beam. For each packet of neutrons the time of flight is measured, which is defined as
the duration between leaving the Fermi chopper and recording a neutron on a detector.
Since the neutron beam is on this flightpath of a known length subject of scattering
on the sample (both elastic and inelastic), the differences between the time of flight
of detected neutrons and the time of flight expected for the incident ones directly
bear information about energies of excitations in the sample. Detecting neutrons in
the whole range of scattering angles then allows to reconstruct the scattering function
S(Q, E) completely.

Further details about the instrument, its technical possibilities, e. g. eventual
choices of monochromators and more about its operation can be found in ref. [24]
(especially under the bookmark ”Characteristics”) or in the article [25].

Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the IN4C time-of-flight spectrometer. The figure was
taken from [24].
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3. Previous results

3.1 Related tetragonal compounds

RPd5Al2 compounds belong to a large family of structurally related tetragonal inter-
metallics which involves among others RTX5 and R2TX8 compounds (R is a rare earth
element or actinide, T represents a transition metal and X a p-metal), their structures
are presented in Fig. 3.1. Several of these materials from RTX5 and R2TX8 series,
in particular cerium-based, are archetypal heavy-fermion systems with complicated
behaviour, exhibit phenomena as quantum criticality or the Kondo effect and were
intensively studied due to the relationship between magnetism and an unconventional
superconductivity which is here seemingly mediated by magnetic fluctuations and it
is thus also closely connected to properties of f -electrons [26–28]. On the other hand,
magnetic properties of their non-Kondo isostructural rare-earth analogues are mainly
driven by RKKY and CF interactions only and their investigation is therefore crucial
for better understanding of magnetism in these compounds. Hence, since early 2000s,
when mentioned papers about CeTX5 heavy-fermion superconductors were published,
a lot of other related substituted rare-earth materials has been prepared as well. From
RTX5 series we can mention RCoIn5 [29], RCoGa5 [30] or RRhIn5 [31, 32] compounds.
As for R2TX8 series, we can refer to e. g. papers [33, 34] for R2CoIn8, [35] for R2CoGa8

or to [36, 37] for R2RhIn8 compounds, respectively. General features of most of these
compounds are relatively large magnetocrystalline anisotropy which could be attribut-
ed to the CF interactions (see e. g. [32, 35] for detailed analysis) and the presence of
two low-temperature magnetically ordered phases: the ground-state antiferromagnet-
ic phase and another field-induced magnetic phase (even three different phases were
observed in the case of Ho2RhIn8 [38]), see Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.1: Comparison of structures of RT5X2, RTX5 and R2TX8 compounds: Struc-
ture of the RT5X2 compounds resembles that of the RTX5 with exchanged atoms of
transition metal (T ) and p-metal (X). R2TX8 structure consists of the same alternating
layers of transition metal atoms, p-metal atoms and layers with rare earth atoms R as
RTX5.
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Figure 3.2: Magnetic phase diagrams of R2TX8 and RTX5 compounds in magnetic field
applied along the tetragonal c-axis: Ho2RhIn8 (a) shows aside from the antiferromag-
netic phase AF1 and field-induced phase AF2 also zero-field incommensurate phase
AF3 [37, 38]. The phase diagram of Nd2RhIn8 (b), ref. [39], typical for R2RhIn8 series
resembles that of NdRhIn5 (c) and other RRhIn5 compounds in [31], whereas it differs
from the phase diagram proposed for Ho2CoGa8 (d) from R2CoGa8 series [35], where
the region of the field-induced phase reaches down to the temperature axis. Captions
and axis descriptions were modified.

3.2 RPd5Al2 compounds

RPd5Al2 compounds have aroused an interest of scientific community after the discov-
ery of a paramagnetic unconventional heavy-fermion superconductor
NpPd5Al2 (Tc = 4.9 K, γ = 200 mJ mol−1 K−2) by Aoki et al. in 2007 [40] and a Kondo
lattice antiferromagnet CePd5Al2 [41] followed by reporting of a pressure-induced su-
perconductivity in this compound [42]. These findings motivated further investigations
of mentioned materials [43–45], revealing i. a. complicated magnetic phase diagram
[46] and sinusoidally modulated magnetic structure [47] of CePd5Al2, as well as studies
of analogous compounds also crystallizing in the tetragonal ZrNi2Al5-type structure
(space group I4/mmm).

UPd5Al2 reported in 2008 [48] exhibit paramagnetic Curie-Weiss behaviour and sat-
uration of the susceptibility in low temperatures due to the non-magnetic ground state.
Griveau and his co-workers succeeded in a preparation of PuPd5Al2 which was found
to be antiferromagnetic with TN = 5.6 K but does not present a superconductivity [49].

Ribeiro et al. reported a number of rare-earth based materials RPd5Al2 (R = Y, Ce,
Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd) [50]. Most of them (R = Ce, Nd, Sm, Gd) order magnetically, namely
NdPd5Al2 shows anomaly in the heat capacity due to an antiferromagnetic transition
at 1.2 K. PrPd5Al2, studied also by Nakano et al. [13], is a paramagnet with a sin-
glet ground state showing saturation of the low-temperature susceptibility similarly to
UPd5Al2. YbPd5Al2, originally presented by Hirose et al. [51], is presumably an an-
tiferromagnet with the ordering temperature only 0.19 K. Another actinide compound
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AmPd5Al2 [52] does not show any hints for magnetic ordering nor superconductivity
down to 2 K.

Recently, a paper by Benndorf and his colleagues has been published to com-
plete a family of the RPd5Al2 rare-earth compounds with until then missing members
(R = Tb-Tm) [53], so the whole range of analogous 4f -compounds from Ce to Yb
(except for Eu) and the non-magnetic analogues YPd5Al2 and LuPd5Al2 exist [42, 54].
The new RPt5Al2 (R = Y, Gd-Tm, Lu) samples were prepared as well [53].

Information about mentioned RPd5Al2 compounds is summarized in the Table 3.1.
Whereas previous studies of rare-earth isostructural RPd5Al2 homologues [50, 53]

deal mainly with polycrystals, in this work we aim also to measurements on a single
crystalline sample which is desired for a proper investigation of anisotropic physical
properties. Details about its preparation together with the preparation of polycrystals
for neutron scattering experiments are presented in the following section.

R = ordering TN (K) form additional notes refs.

Ce AF 2.9, 4.1 single pressure-ind. SC, easy c-axis [41, 42, 45–47]
Pr P - single singlet CF g.s., easy c-axis [13, 50]
Nd AF 1.3 single easy c-axis [50, 55]
Sm AF 1.7 poly isotropic [50]
Gd - 6.0 poly isotropic [50]
Tb AF 9.8 poly - [53]
Dy AF 3.7 poly - [53]
Ho P to 2.5 K - poly - [53]
Er P to 2.5 K - poly - [53]
Tm P to 2.5 K - poly - [53]
Yb AF 0.19 single easy a-axis [51, 53]

U P - single non-mag. g. s. [48]
Np P - single heavy-fermion SC, easy a-axis [40, 43, 44, 48]
Pu AF 5.6 poly - [49]
Am P to 2 K - single non-mag. g. s. [52]

Table 3.1: Overview of RPd5Al2 compounds: Type of ordering (AF for antiferromagnet-
ic, P for paramagnetic), crystalline form of a reported compound (single- or polycrys-
talline) and additional notes about the magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the ground
state (g. s.) are presented.
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4. Results and discussion

4.1 Sample preparation

Single crystalline samples of NdPd5Al2 have been prepared by the Czochralski method
in a tri-arc furnace. Pure metals (Nd: 99.5 % , Pd: 99.995 %, Al: 99.9999 %) were
used as a starting material. In case of Nd, the initial purity was further enhanced by
solid state electrotransport (SSE). Ingot (rod) of Nd was heated up close to the melting
temperature (≈ 1200 K for Nd) by electrical currents (≈ 120 A) and kept there for 3 to
5 weeks for purification. A stoichiometric mixture of all constituent elements with total
mass of 8 g was firstly melted into a button under a protective argon atmosphere and
flipped and remelted several times for better homogenization. The rod was then pulled
out of the melt at a translation speed of 4 mm/h using tungsten as a virtual seed. The
resultant ingot consisted of elongated plate-like stacked grains with crystallographic
c direction perpendicular to the ingot. Individual crystals used for the measurement
were separated from the ingot with a fine wire saw and polished. Most of the bulk
measurements were performed on the same piece of the single crystalline sample with
dimensions approximately 2.3 × 1.3 × 0.3 mm3 weighing 6.4 mg. From this crystal
a small fragment with the mass of ∼1.5 mg was later separated which was used for
the magnetization measurement using a Hall probe. Resistivity and specific heat in
the field applied perpendicular to the tetragonal c-axis were measured using a different
samples with masses 1.62 mg, respectively 5.52 mg.

In order to prepare polycrystalline samples for neutron scattering experiments, stan-
dard arc melting technique was employed likewise as in the preparation of the button
for the Czochralski growth.

To verify homogeneity of the samples, electron-probe microanalysis was performed
on the Mira Tescan scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an energy-
dispersive X-ray detector (EDX). In case of single crystals, no secondary phase was
found. Polycrystalline samples contained except the primary phase attributed to the
NdPd5Al2 also traces of the Pd-Al binary phase or Al-depleted ternary phase. Pieces
of polycrystals were further powderized to perform powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) on
Bruker D8 diffractometer. XRD measurements implied that our samples were from the
vast majority composed of the desired phase and no additional peaks were observable
in the XRD patterns beside those corresponding to the NdPd5Al2 and I4/mmm space
group, see Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1b. Structural parameters were refined with Fullprof
software [56] and are given in the Table 4.1a. Quality of the single crystals as well as
their orientation was checked by the back-reflection Laue method, see Figure 4.2.

(a) Structural parameters of NdPd5Al2

Space group: a = 4.147(2) Å
I4/mmm (139) c = 14.865(6) Å

x y z

Nd 0 0 0
Pd (1) 0 0 1/2
Pd (2) 0 1/2 0.146(1)
Al 0 0 0.241(3)

(b) Results of EDX analysis

Atomic concentration [%]

#1 #2 ideal 1:5:2

Nd 10.3±0.6 0.3±0.1 12.5
Pd 64.8±2.8 63.0±3.4 62.5
Al 24.9±0.4 36.7±0.7 25.0

Table 4.1: (a) Structural parameters of NdPd5Al2 refined by the Rietveld method (see Fig. 4.1).
(b) Typical composition of the polycrystalline sample as determined by the EDX microanalysis: #1
indicates primary phase and #2 the impurity phase (see inset of Fig. 4.1) . Uncertainties were evaluated
by the Esprit software as standard deviations from fitting of the EDX spectra.
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Figure 4.1: Representative powder XRD pattern measured of one of the polycrystalline samples. The
structure was refined by Rietveld method using Fullprof software [56]. Red points represent experimen-
tal data, black curve fit to the proposed model and blue curve the difference between them. Refined
structural parameters are given in the Table 4.1a. Inset shows polished surface of the polycrystalline
sample obtained by the SEM imaging in the secondary electron contrast. Composition of the indicated
points is given in the Table 4.1b.

Figure 4.2: Lauegram of NdPd5Al2 single crystal used for the majority of bulk measurements (left) and
the same figure complemented by simulated pattern for an appropriate structure (right).

In order to be able to subtract lattice specific heat of NdPd5Al2, we have also
prepared polycrystalline samples of a non-magnetic LuPd5Al2 compound. Specific heat
data of the non-magnetic YPd5Al2 analogue from [54] were also available.

4.2 Susceptibility and magnetization

Temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility is presented in the Figure 4.3. The
data were collected in the field of 1 T applied along [100], [110] and [001] directions
and in the temperature range from 300 K to 2 K, where the compound is in the
paramagnetic state. At temperatures above 100 K the H/M vs. T dependences show
linear Curie-Weiss-like behaviour for all three field directions. Whereas this more or
less holds for the susceptibility in the field applied along the tetragonal c-axis, which is
the easy direction of magnetization, also down to the low temperatures, dependences
for the field applied within the basal plane (i. e. for H ‖ [100] and H ‖ [110]) show
a noticeable kink below 50 K due to the crystal-field effects which will be further
discussed in Section 4.6. The fit to the Curie-Weiss law in the region 50-300 K leads
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to the paramagnetic Curie-Weiss temperature Θp = 8.6 K and the effective magnetic
moment µeff = 3.62 µB for H ‖ [001], respectively Θp = −27.1 K and µeff = 3.71 µB for
H ‖ [100] and Θp = −28.0 K and µeff = 3.68 µB for H ‖ [110]. Values of the µeff are
close to the Nd3+ free-ion moment. Results of the Curie-Weiss analysis are synoptically
summarized in the Table 4.3.

Figure 4.3: The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility in the field of 1 T
applied along [100], [110] and [001] directions. Solid lines represent fit by the Curie-Weiss law.
Please note different scales on the left y-axis.

H ‖ [100] H ‖ [110] H ‖ [001]

µeff (µB) 3.71 3.68 3.62
Θp (K) -27.1 -28.0 8.6

Table 4.3: Effective magnetic moments µB and Curie-Weiss paramagnetic temperatures Θp

obtained from the fit by the Curie-Weiss law.

Field dependences of magnetization in the paramagnetic state (Fig. 4.4) were mea-
sured for H ‖ [100], H ‖ [110] and H ‖ [001] and at 2 K and 10 K. In the range from
0 to 7 T all curves exhibit a linear dependence with exception of H ‖ [001] at 2 K
which saturates at ≈ 2.3 µB/Nd above 4 T. The data indicate c−axis as the easy axis
of magnetization and corroborates that there is no substantial anisotropy in the basal
plane, correspondingly to our results from M/H vs. T data.

Figure 4.5 shows M vs. H dependence for H ‖ [001] measured using the Hall probes.
The ordered-state magnetization (T < 1.3 K) shows a rapid increase of the magneti-
zation around 1.25 T in the 0.3 K data which further shifts to the lower fields with
increasing temperature. This feature corresponds to the anomaly observed in the spe-
cific heat data and can be attributed to the magnetic transition from antiferromagnetic
phase 1 to the phase 2 as will be discussed below.
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Figure 4.4: Magnetic isotherms in the paramagnetic state for two different temperatures and
field applied along the significant crystallographic directions.

Figure 4.5: Magnetic isotherms in the ordered state and paramagnetic state measured employing
the Hall probes. The absolute values were calculated using the reference measurement at 2 K.
The solid line represents derivative of the 0.3 K curve. The data are shown only up to 1.8 T
since in higher fields the method introduces varying background which is not easy to eliminate
completely.
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4.3 Specific heat and magnetic phase diagram

The low-temperature evolution of specific heat in the magnetic fields applied along [001]
direction is presented in the Figure 4.6. It shows a well pronounced anomaly which is
related to magnetic order below TN = 1.3(1) K, in agreement with previous results
[50].

The anomaly in the Cp/T vs. T plot shifts to lower temperatures with increasing
field suggesting the antiferromagnetic ordering. The 0.94 T dependence reveals ad-
ditionally another transition at approx. 1.2 K alongside the first one at 0.9 K. This
transition is observed only as rather weak anomaly, but becomes more pronounced
in higher fields where it also shifts to lower temperatures (see inset of Figure 4.6).
The 1.08 T dependence still features both transitions, while in higher fields only the
transition at higher temperature is observable in our specific heat data.

Figure 4.6: Low-temperature specific heat of NdPd5Al2 plotted as Cp/T vs. T . Measurements
were performed in magnetic fields applied along the tetragonal c-axis using dual-slope curve
analysis. The inset depicts a detail of the Cp(T ) dependence in the region where another
transition appears.

Figure 4.7 presents Cp/T vs. T in magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the [001]
direction. In contrast with heat capacity for H ‖ [001], specific heat for H ⊥ [001] is
not significantly influenced by low magnetic fields (e. g. 0.5 T). The antiferromagnetic
ordering still survives in the field of 3 T, while in 5 T, we already observe Cp/T vs. T
behaviour which reflects the field-induced ferromagnetic state.
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Figure 4.7: Low-temperature specific heat (plotted as Cp/T vs. T ) in magnetic fields applied
perpendicular to the tetragonal c-axis. Data were collected using standard time-relaxation
technique.

Besides the Cp(T ), we have also measured the dependence of the heat capacity on
magnetic field in the ordered state. Results for the measurement at 0.8 K are presented
in the Figure 4.8a. The data clearly demonstrate the occurrence of the two phase
transitions located around 1 and 3 T and resemble Cp(H) dependences measured for
e. g. Nd2RhIn8 [57]. the field-induced ferromagnetic state.

In addition, we also present the magnetoresistivity measured above and below TN

(Figure 4.8b). The ordered-state data apparently differ from the paramagnetic ones by
the hump between 1 and 3 T. Nevertheless, the transitions are not so pronounced in the
case of magnetoresistivity as in the heat capacity data and were not used to construct
the magnetic phase diagram. We note that weak magnetoresistivity effect was found
also in related Nd2RhIn8 compound [39]. Temperature dependence of resistivity in zero
field (inset of Figure 4.8b) shows similar behaviour around the transition temperature
as in previously studied Nd2T In8 and NdT In5 compounds [36].
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Figure 4.8: Specific heat as a function of magnetic field (a). Magnetoresistivity (b) expressed as
the ∆ρ/ρ0 ratio where ∆ρ = ρ(H,T )−ρ0 and ρ0 is the resistivity in zero field. The inset of the
lower figure shows the resistivity around the phase transition. Solid line represents smoothing
spline interpolation of the data and is just a guide for an eye.

The magnetic phase diagram represented in the Figure 4.9 summarizes our findings
from low-temperature Cp and M(H) measurements in field applied along the c-axis
(Sections 4.2 and 4.3). It features two different magnetic phases - the lower-field phase 1
which is supposed to be antiferromagnetic and another field-induced magnetic phase 2.
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Figure 4.9: The magnetic phase diagram of NdPd5Al2 based on the Cp(T ) (full squares), Cp(H)
(empty squares) and M(H) (empty diamonds) measurements in field applied along the c-axis.
The error bars were estimated from the width of the anomalies in the case of Cp(T ) and M(H)
data and and from the step between datapoints in the Cp(H) data. The lines connecting points
in the graph are just a guide for an eye. The insets show temperature vs. time dependences
during the heating pulse in the field of 0 and 1.23 T demonstrating different order of the two
phase transitions. The dotted line serves as a tentative phase border as discussed in Section 4.7.

The insets in the Figure 4.9 display time dependences of the sample’s temperature
during the constant heating pulse and following relaxation. Their shape is clearly
different when measured below 0.5 T and above 1.1 T. Whereas the low-field curves
exhibit plateaus around TN due to the latent heat involved indicating the first-order
phase transition, the curves above 1.1 T show behaviour typical for the second-order
phase transition; in the region from approx. 0.5 T to 1.1 T curves gradually change
their character from the former type to the latter.

4.4 Magnetic specific heat

Figure 4.10a presents magnetic specific heat of NdPd5Al2. To evaluate this magnetic
contribution, we have subtracted specific heat of analogous non-magnetic LuPd5Al2 and
YPd5Al2 [54] compounds from the total specific heat of the NdPd5Al2: Cmag(NdPd5Al2) =
C(NdPd5Al2)−C(non-mag.). As can be deduced from Fig. 4.10b, these compounds are
not good non-magnetic analogues for NdPd5Al2 since they both seemingly undervalue
phonon contribution to the heat capacity of NdPd5Al2 leading to the magnetic entropy
which exceeds the possible high-temperature limit.

The probably much more convenient analogue LaPd5Al2 presumably does not form,
we have therefore tried to approximate its lattice specific heat by simple relation (being
aware of its limited validity) as

Cp(”LaPd5Al2”) = Cp(YPd5Al2)
Cp(La2RhIn8)

Cp(Y2RhIn8)
, (4.1)
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where we employed available specific heat data of non-magnetic R2RhIn8 compounds
[15]. Estimated magnetic specific heat of NdPd5Al2 using this analogue results into
somewhat more reasonable value of magnetic entropy at high temperatures, i. e. closer
to R ln 10 (Fig. 4.10b). As can be seen in the inset of the figure, the entropy at low
temperatures reaches R ln 2 close above TN, indicating the doublet ground state.

Figure 4.10: (a) Magnetic specific heat of NdPd5Al2 obtained by subtracting lattice specific
heat of various non-magnetic analogues, i. e. Cmag(NdPd5Al2) = C(NdPd5Al2)−C(non-mag.).
Error bars were estimated assuming 1 % error of initial values. (b) Corresponding magnetic
entropy of NdPd5Al2. Detail shows a zoomed low-temperature region.
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Figure 4.11 shows the low-temperature magnetic heat capacity of NdPd5Al2 (using
yttrium analogue) replotted as Cmag/T vs. T 2. Since the lattice contribution to the
specific heat of NdPd5Al2 is negligible in comparison with the magnetic specific heat
in the presented temperature region, the choice of the non-magnetic analogue does not
play an important role here (see the inset the Fig. 4.10b). The data in the ordered state
have been fitted by the expected specific heat dependences for magnetic excitations [58]:

CM = aT
d
m exp(−∆/T ), (4.2)

where d is dimensionality of excitations, ∆ is a gap in the magnon spectrum, a is a
parameter reflecting spin wave stiffness andm = 2 for ferromagnetic, respectivelym = 1
for antiferromagnetic magnons. However, we are not able to unambiguously determine
whether the compound exhibits 3D or 2D antiferromagnetic magnons mainly due to the
very limited fitting range, in which the experimental data can be reasonably described
by both dependences as presented in the Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Low-temperature magnetic specific heat replotted as Cmag/T vs. T 2. Da-
ta were evaluated using standard time-relaxation method. The thick lines represents fits of
the data by the expected dependences given by the Equation 4.2 for antiferromagnetic ex-
citations. The resulting parameters obtained by the fitting in the temperature range 0.5-
1.1 K are a = 17.10 J mol−1 K−4 and ∆ = 1.55 K for the 3D AFM magnons, respectively
a = 44.27 J mol−1 K−3 and ∆ = 2.49 K for the 2D AFM magnons.
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4.5 Neutron diffraction

4.5.1 Magnetic structure

In order to determine the ground-state magnetic structure of NdPd5Al2, the experiment
of powder neutron diffraction was performed on the E6 diffractometer at the Helmholtz
Centre Berlin using the neutron wavelength∗ 2.414 Å. A polycrystalline sample (same
as for the INS experiment) with the total mass of 4.3 g was used. Since the experiment
required very low temperatures down to 0.4 K, a cylindrical copper sample container
was employed instead of a more common vanadium one. In addition to that, the
powderized sample was mixed with the deuterized ethanol/methanol solution to assure
proper thermalisation.

After installing the sample we have at first collected data well in the paramagnetic
state, namely at 5.5 K. In total, we have measured 12 approximately one-hour full-range
scans at higher resolution which were then summed up. Figure 4.12 shows the resulting
pattern including structure refinement in the I4/mmm space group leading to lattice
parameters a = 4.097 Å and c = 14.751 Å and Bragg R-factor 20.9%. The original da-

Figure 4.12: Refined neutron diffraction pattern taken in the paramagnetic state at 5.5 K. The
inset shows original data with the peaks which were excluded from the fitting (X). Further
details in the text.

ta contained additionally two peaks coming from the holder at positions 2θ ≈ 71◦ and
2θ ≈ 84◦ which pertain to reflections (111), respectively (200) of copper (two strongest
peaks in the inset of Fig. 4.12). Apart from that, we have also observed peaks at po-
sitions approximately 62◦, 75◦ and 116◦ which cannot be attributed to NdPd5Al2 and
were not detected in the room-temperature XRD measurements. These peaks were
present both in the paramagnetic data at 5.5 K and in ordered-state pattern at 0.4 K,
their magnitudes do not change registerably between these two temperatures and their
intensities are comparable with the intensities belonging to the primary phase even at
relatively high angles. From that we can infer that these diffractions are presumably

∗Since the measurement of the standard sample was not carried out before the experiment and
settings of the monochromator was changed during the measurement, we have evaluated the neutron
wavelength from the position of diffraction (200) of the copper holder.
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nuclear peaks which could be ascribed to a so-far unspecified foreign phase. To dis-
prove/confirm that this phase is really intrinsic to the sample and to reveal eventually
its precise character low-temperature XRD would be desirable. However, there were
no indications in our bulk measurements on a single crystalline sample which would
speak in favour of existence or forming of such a phase. Consequently, we have exclud-
ed due to these additional peaks corresponding 2θ-regions from the original diffraction
patterns. Besides, the data contained a broad hump around 2θ ≈ 40◦ attributed to the
mentioned amorphous ethanol/methanol mixture which was treated as a background.

Figure 4.13 presents the ordered-state diffraction pattern measured at 0.4 K with
the same statistics as the 5.5 K data. By comparison with the paramagnetic pattern

Figure 4.13: Neutron diffraction pattern taken in the antiferromagnetic state and zero external
magnetic field including refinement. The inset depicts the detail of strongest magnetic peaks
in the low-angle region.

we were able to identify a signal of the magnetic origin, especially we have observed
several strong magnetic reflections at low angles (inset of Fig. 4.13). Having known
the crystal structure given by nuclear peaks already, we have used positions of these
magnetic peaks as the input for the kSearch utility (part of the Fullprof Suite). The
program has determined k = (1

200) as the most plausible propagation vector. Moreover,
representational analysis using SARAh and BasIreps software was employed to reveal
possible basis vectors consistent with this propagation vector, space group I4/mmm
and Nd at the Wyckoff position 2a lying along one of the crystallographic axes. Sup-
posing k = (1

200) and the basis vector parallel to the crystallographic x or y axes,
we were not able to qualitatively well reproduce all magnetic peaks. In contrast, the
interpretation of the data was successful assuming k = (1

200) and basis vector aligned
to the direction of the tetragonal c-axis resulting into the magnetic R-factor 29.4 %
and magnetic moments with the magnitude of 2.22 µB which corresponds well to the
magnetization data (Figs. 4.4 and 4.5). Enhanced value of the magnetic R-factor is
due to the relatively low intensity of magnetic reflections. Nevertheless, the calculation
well reproduce the experimental data as can be seen in Fig. 4.13. The lower magnetic
moment here (in comparison with the free-ion value 3.27 µB) reflects the effect of CF.

In general, there is also a possibility that more than one propagation vector is
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involved in description of magnetic structure, e. g. it may simultaneously contain
several vectors from so-called star of the propagation vector (set of propagation vectors
arising from a given k by applying operations of rotational symmetry of the space
group) [15]. But in our case no such option is applicable to explain reasonably our
data.

To conclude: NdPd5Al2 is presumably a collinear antiferromagnet characterized by
the propagation vector k = (1

200) with magnetic moments oriented along the tetragonal
c-axis. The proposed magnetic structure is depicted in Fig. 4.14.

Figure 4.14: Magnetic structure of NdPd5Al2 with all atoms (left) and magnetic Nd atoms only
(right).
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4.5.2 Critical behaviour

To follow the temperature development of magnetic intensities and to assess the critical
behaviour of NdPd5Al2, we have, apart from previously mentioned measurements, taken
also several diffraction patterns with lower statistics in the limited angular range and
at temperatures from 0.4 K to 1.4 K. The paramagnetic pattern obtained at 5 K was
then used for subtraction of the non-magnetic signal, resulting data for diffractions
(1

200) and (1
201) are shown in the Fig. 4.15a. Expectedly, magnitudes of magnetic

reflections gradually decrease with increasing temperature, more abruptly above ca.
1 K. Figure 4.15b presents temperature of their intensities from 0.4 K to 1.35 K†.
Fitting of this dependence to the power law I ∝ (TN−T )2β leads to the TN = 1.37(2) K
for (1

200) diffraction and TN = 1.32(2) K for (1
201) diffraction and critical exponents

β = 0.10(2) for (1
200) and β = 0.09(2) for (1

201) diffraction, respectively. Varying of
the lower bound of the fitting range in the interval from 0.4 K up to ∼ 0.9 K does
not change these parameters significantly. Resulting Neél temperatures are consistent
with TN = 1.3(1) K as determined from the specific heat. Obtained critical exponents
are substantially lower than corresponding values theoretically predicted ([15] and refs.
therein) by the mean-field theory (β = 1

2), for Heisenberg (β = 0.367), X-Y (β = 0.345)
or Ising 3D model (β = 0.313). They are rather closer to the value for the Ising 2D
model where β = 1

8 .

Figure 4.15: (a) Temperature dependence of magnetic reflections ( 1
200) and (1

201). Full lines
represent fits by the Gaussian function. (b) Integrated intensities as resulting from the Gaussian
fit normalized to the intensity of magnetic reflection ( 1

200) at 0.4 K. Full line represents fit to
I ∝ (TN−T )2β leading to the TN = 1.37(2) K and β = 0.10(2) for ( 1

200) reflection, respectively
TN = 1.32(2) K and 2β = 0.9(2) for ( 1

201) reflection.

†We note that we have registered some intensity of the magnetic origin in the vicinity of the diffrac-
tions ( 1

2
00) and ( 1

2
01) also at 1.4 K., but this signal had rather a form of broad feature than of distinct

well-resolved peaks so we did not consider it for further analysis.
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4.6 Crystal-field analysis

In order to inspect the influence of the CF on properties of NdPd5Al2 and eventually
evaluate CF parameters which determine CF states and energies we have employed
following three different approaches: Fitting of experimental M/H vs. T data based
on relation (1.11) is a significant extension of standard Curie-Weiss analysis and it might
be seen as an indirect method of determination of CF parameters since susceptibility
comprises averaged information about CF states and energies. It can be utilized using
data obtained by measurements on relatively small single crystalline samples (i. e. in
order of∼ 1 mg). On the contrary, analysis of the CF by INS allows to exactly determine
CF energy levels. However, a relatively large amount of the sample is required and in
case of polycrystalline powder and unpolarized neutrons averaging of matrix elements
of the angular momentum (2.5) still applies instead of detecting appropriate matrix
elements between particular states directly. Theoretical approach complements these
two methods enabling computation of CF parameters with help of up-to-date first-
principles techniques.

One of the major disadvantages in determination of CF parameters is, that complete
set of these parameters cannot be reasonably estimated in advance by e. g. using a
known set of CF parameters for a different isostructural rare-earth compound. We
therefore further compare outcomes of these methods applied on NdPd5Al2, discuss
qualitatively some aspects of the CF in this compound and confront them with our
magnetization and specific heat measurements to asses their reliability.

4.6.1 Susceptibility fitting and ab-initio calculations

To evaluate CF parameters of from experimental susceptibility data a self-assembled
Matlab code was employed. This program operates with Stevens operators and com-
putes eigenvalues and eigenstates of the CF Hamiltonian. At first, we have produced
a routine which calculates susceptibility according relation (1.11) using CF parameters
and eventually the molecular field constant λi and a temperature-independent term χi0
as the input. Fitting script utilizing lsqnonlin solver [59] then enables to solve inverse
problem and extract these parameters from experimental data. It uses least-squares
minimization and fits two experimental dependencies for H ‖ [001] and H ⊥ [001]
simultaneously to obtain one set of CF parameters.

First-principles calculations of CF parameters were performed by doc. Martin Divǐs
using the same method of computation as in [60]. Within this method, the electronic
structure and corresponding distributions of ground-state charge density are obtained
using the full potential augmented plane waves plus local orbitals. The CF parameters
then originate from the aspherical part of the total singe-ion potential in the crystal.
For more details and description of the method refer to [61].

The resulting susceptibility fit for NdPd5Al2 is presented in Fig. 4.16. As can be
seen it reproduces well experimental M/H vs. T data for both directions of the field in
the whole temperature range 2-300 K. Parameters of the fit and resulting energies and
wavefunctions corresponding to the 5 Kramers doublets of Nd3+ ion in the tetragonal
CF are summarized in the Table 4.4. Observed anisotropy of the susceptibility is
predominantly caused by the CF effects, molecular field (represented by parameters λi
for particular directions) introduces only a small shift of the reciprocal susceptibility.
Obtained values of χi0 were within the numerical precision of the fit equal to zero.
Resulting value of the parameter B0

2 = −0.557 K is significantly lower than that which
might be estimated from paramagnetic Curie-Weiss temperatures (Table 4.3) using
high-temperature expansion of susceptibilities [14], i. e. B0

2 ≈ −1.2-1.3 K. This might
suggest that anisotropic properties of NdPd5Al2 are influenced by higher-order CF
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parameters since the expansion assumes the only lowest-rank approximation [14]. A
kink observed in the dependence for H ‖ [100] around ca. 30 K might be with respect
to obtained results associated to the energy position and properties of the first excited
doublet |ψII〉 ± 0.586 |±5/2〉 ∓ 0.81 |∓3/2〉 as this gets thermally ocuppied, since this
state leads to | 〈ψII| Jx |ψII〉 |2 = 0.45 , whereas | 〈ψI| Jx |ψI〉 |2 = 0 for the ground state
|ψI〉 = 0.895 |±9/2〉 − 0.431 |±1/2〉+ 0.11 |∓7/2〉 .

CF parameters

B0
2 (K) B0

4 (K) B4
4 (K) B0

6 (K) B4
6 (K) λ (mol/m3) χ0 (m3/mol)

-0.557 -0.041 0.261 -0.0009 0.0011 λ[100] = −1.36× 105 χ
[100]
0 ≈ 0

λ[001] = −2.24× 105 χ
[001]
0 ≈ 0

Energies and wave functions

E (K) |9/2〉 |7/2〉 |5/2〉 |3/2〉 |1/2〉 |−1/2〉 |−3/2〉 |−5/2〉 |−7/2〉 |−9/2〉
259.8 0.067 0 0 0 0.375 0 0 0 0.925 0
259.8 0 0.925 0 0 0 0.375 0 0 0 0.067
180.9 0 0 -0.81 0 0 0 -0.586 0 0 0
180.9 0 0 0 -0.586 0 0 0 -0.81 0 0
100.4 -0.44 0 0 0 -0.821 0 0 0 0.365 0
100.4 0 -0.365 0 0 0 0.821 0 0 0 0.44
40.5 0 0 0.586 0 0 0 -0.81 0 0 0
40.5 0 0 0 0.81 0 0 0 -0.586 0 0

0 0 0.11 0 0 0 -0.431 0 0 0 0.895
0 0.895 0 0 0 -0.431 0 0 0 0.11 0

Table 4.4: CF parameters, energy levels and corresponding wave functions for NdPd5Al2 as
resulting from the susceptibility fit (see Fig. 4.16).

CF parameters and energies for NdPd5Al2 obtained by first-principles calculations
are shown and compared to the output of the susceptibility fitting in the Table 4.5.
As can be seen in the Fig. 4.16, calculated susceptibility using these parameters cor-
responds qualitatively with the experimental data showing a negative value of the
parameter B0

2 < 0 (similarly as the susceptibility fit) which is consistent with the [001]
direction as the easy axis of magnetization. However, deviation from the experimental
data is recognizable especially for H ‖ [100] (hard axis of magnetization) at low tem-
peratures below ≈ 50 K. This is seemingly a reflection of the fact that presented set of
the first-principles CF parameters estimate energy of the first excited doublet as 14.5 K
which is much lower than its real position as will be shown in Section 4.6.2 discussing
the INS experiment. Both methods of determination of the CF parameters indicate
the ground-state doublet consisting primarily from the |±9/2〉 wave functions leading
to slightly different moments g〈Jz〉 = 2.66 µB for the parameters from the susceptibil-
ity fit and g〈Jz〉 = 2.49 µB for the parameters from the first principles, respectively,
which is reduced with respect to the free-ion saturated moment 3.27µB. We have thus
confronted these sets of CF parameters also with the experimental M(H) data mea-
sured at 2 K and calculated magnetization using relation (1.9) and diagonalization of
the Hamiltonian Eq. (1.8) in field. The comparison is presented in the inset of the
Fig. 4.16. As can be seen, these calculated curves follow the experimental data for
H ‖ [100]. Nevertheless, they both exceed the M(H) for H ‖ [001] and result into a
high-field values of magnetization higher than experimental ≈ 2.3µB in 7 T.
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CF parameters (K)

B0
2 B0

4 B4
4 B0

6 B4
6

susc. fit -0.557 -0.041 0.261 -0.0009 0.0011
first princ. -1.03 0.0064 -0.0028 -0.0005 0.0115

Energies (K) (doublets)

susc. fit 0 40.5 100.4 180.9 259.8
first princ. 0 14.5 82.5 122.4 180.6

Ground states:
|ψsusc.fit

I 〉 = 0.895 |±9/2〉 − 0.431 |±1/2〉+ 0.11 |∓7/2〉
|ψfirst p.

I 〉 = −0.860 |±9/2〉+ 0.502 |±1/2〉 − 0.09 |∓7/2〉

Table 4.5: Comparison of the CF parameters, energies and ground states as obtained by sus-
ceptibility fitting and first-principles calculations.

Figure 4.16: Fit of the experimental M/H vs. T data to relation (1.11) assuming molecular field
λi compared to the susceptibility calculated from the first-principles CF parameters (Table 4.5).
The inset presents experimental M(H) data and calculated magnetization without molecular
field contribution as resulting from the CF parameters obtained by susceptibility fitting and
from first principles.
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4.6.2 Inelastic neutron scattering

To investigate CF excitations in NdPd5Al2 thoroughly, the INS experiment has been
undertaken at the ILL Grenoble employing IN4C time-of-flight spectrometer (see Sec-
tion 2.2). For the measurement we have used powderized polycrystalline sample of the
total mass of 12.3 g which was wrapped into aluminium foil. Since the 4I9/2 ground
state of Nd3+ ion splits into 5 Kramers doublets in the tetragonal CF, we expected to
observe in INS spectra four transitions from the CF ground state to excited states at
lowest temperatures alongside other transitions between excited states which appear
as these states get thermally populated. For clarity, we will refer to these doublets
with Greek numbers I, II, . . . , V from the lowest lying to the highest and to transitions
between them as I→II etc. In order to identify these transitions unambiguously and to
be able to reconstruct CF energy-level scheme completely, we have carried out measure-
ments of the INS spectra at various different temperatures (in the paramagnetic state)
and at several incident neutron energies. Generally, higher incident energies allow to
cover wider range of the CF excitation spectrum, but at the expense of lower energy
resolution, so switching to lower incident energies is necessary to examine more subtle
details. Scattering function S(Q,E) which is obtained in the INS experiment involves
inherently, besides non-dispersive CF excitations, also other contributions to scatter-
ing, e. g. elastic Bragg peaks or a scattering from low-lying phonons which emerge at
higher temperatures typically at higher scattering angles as a relatively broad disper-
sive signal. Since we were interested primarily in inelastic scattering due to the CF
which is of a magnetic origin and thus decreases with increasing wavevector transfer as
≈ f(Q)2 and since we have not performed measurements on a non-magnetic analogue
for subtraction of the non-magnetic signal, we have always summed S(Q,E) over lower
scattering angles only up to 90◦ to prevent from involving phonons (let us remind that
the full range of Q corresponds to scattering angles up to 120◦). Resulting quantity is
presented as intensity (in arbitrary units) in the following.

Figure 4.17 shows scattering functions S(Q,E) at selected temperatures from 2 K
to 80 K taken at the incident neutron energy Ei = 28.9 meV. Corresponding INS
spectra are presented in the Fig. 4.18. At the lowest measured temperature, namely
at 2 K, we have observed a transition at 17.1 meV and another broader peak around
8.5 meV. While magnitudes of these two peaks are gradually decreasing with increasing
temperature, another two peaks arise at 14.1 meV and ∼ 5 meV developing rapidly
between 10 K and 40 K. This suggests that the former two peaks can presumably
correspond to excitations from the ground state, whereas the latter two might be related
to transitions from the first excited doublet as it gets thermally populated. In addition,
we have observed intensities at energy transfers ∼5 meV and ∼8.5 meV symmetrically
also in the negative (neutron-gain) part of the spectrum (see Fig. 4.18) which is related
to the positive part by the principle of detailed balance [62] and thus it carries similar
information.
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Figure 4.17: Scattering function S(Q,E) in logarithmic representation at several temperatures
and for incident neutron energy Ei = 28.9 meV.

Figure 4.18: INS spectrum taken at incident neutron energy Ei = 28.9 meV. We refer to the CF
energy-level scheme (Fig. 4.21) and to the discussion in the text for the better understanding
of indicated transitions.
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Figure 4.19: Scattering function S(Q,E) in logarithmic representation at several temperatures
and for incident neutron energy Ei = 13.7 meV.

Figure 4.20: INS spectrum taken at incident neutron energy Ei = 13.7 meV and at various
temperatures. Refer to Fig. 4.21 for the CF energy-level scheme.
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We continued with measurement using Ei = 13.7 meV at the same temperature
range 2-80 K to explore further aspects of the CF. As can be seen in contour graphs of
S(Q,E) and associated INS spectra (Figs. 4.19 and 4.20), it has been revealed that each
of the broad peaks appearing at ∼8.5 meV and ∼5 meV in the previous measurement
in fact consists of two peaks at 7.4 meV and 8.6 meV, respectively at 4.4 meV and
5.6 meV. The argument about temperature development from the previous paragraph
remains still valid and thus peaks at 7.4 meV and 8.6 meV might be attributed to CF
excitations from the ground state doublet and those at 4.4 meV and 5.6 meV from
the first excited doublet to higher states. Moreover, it might be noticed that energies
7.4 meV and 8.6 meV are shifted by the factor of 3 meV (∼ 35K) with respect to
4.4 meV and 5.6 meV pointing to the position of the first excited doublet which would
be in a good agreement with its position as preliminary determined by the susceptibility
fitting (i. e.∼ 40 K). Corresponding excitation from the ground state to the first excited
state has been really clearly observed at 3.0 meV when using Ei = 7.26 meV as can be
seen in the inset of the Fig. 4.20, although the peak is of a very small intensity.

By combining measurements with Ei = 7.26 meV, Ei = 13.7 meV and Ei =
28.9 meV at 2 K we are consequently able to identify all excitations from the ground
state as presented in Fig. 4.21. They are located at 3.0 meV (I→II), 7.4 meV (I→III),
8.6 meV (I→IV) and 17.1 meV (I→V). Consistently with this, we also observed tran-
sitions II→V at 14.1 meV (Fig. 4.18), II→III at 4.4 meV, II→IV at 5.6 meV and
presumably III→V emerging around 9.7 meV (Fig. 4.20). This allows us to complete
CF energy-level scheme of NdPd5Al2 as presented in Fig. 4.21 (right panel).

Figure 4.21: INS spectrum at 2 K obtained by combining measurements at incident 7.26, 13.7
and 28.9 meV show all four transitions from the ground state (left). Right panel shows CF
energy-level scheme of NdPd5Al2. Trasitions from the ground state (full lines), first and second
excited state (dashed, respectively dotted lines) observable in the INS spectra are indicated.

4.6.3 Energy-level scheme and specific heat

To conclude our findings about the CF in NdPd5Al2, we compare the CF energies
directly measured in the INS experiment with those obtained by the susceptibility
fitting and first-principles calculations (Figure 4.22), calculate corresponding Schottky
specific heat and discuss them with respect to the experimental magnetic specific heat.
Although that CF energy-level schemes tentatively determined by these two indirect
methods do not correspond accurately to that actually measured in the INS experiment,
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they also show some qualitative similarities: The overall CF splitting evaluated by the
first-principles calculations ≈ 180 K is similar to the real splitting ≈ 200 K, but it
does not determine correctly energy of the first excited doublet leading to the Schottky
specific heat presenting 2 maxima contrary to the experimental data (see Fig. 4.23).

On the other hand, susceptibility fitting allowed us to correctly estimate the energy
of this first excited and also approximately (with ∼ 10% accuracy) of the second excited
doublet, but the estimated position of higher states is seemingly burdened with a sub-
stantial error and thus unreliable. Schottky anomaly resulting from the fit (Fig. 4.23)
exhibits then a relatively broad maximum around 40 K, i. e. close to the extremal
value of the Schottky contribution to the experimental magnetic specific heat. How-
ever, maximum of the Schottky specific heat as resulting from energies determined by
the INS lies at 25 K. Discrepancy between this curve and experimental data might
be ascribed to the manner of necessary estimation of magnetic specific heat under the
absence of a proper non-magnetic analogue as was discussed in Section 4.4. Since the
INS scattering is a direct method of determination of the CF levels, we put more em-
phasis on credibility of Schottky specific heat calculated using energies obtained from
this experiment.

Figure 4.22: Comparison of the proposed CF energy-level schemes in NdPd5Al2 as evaluated
by the susceptibility fitting and first-principles calculations with the CF energies measured in
the INS experiment.
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Figure 4.23: Magnetic specific heat of NdPd5Al2 evaluated using non-magnetic analogues and
Schottky contributions to the specific heat as resulting from CF energy levels (Fig. 4.22) ob-
tained by three different methods.

Let us note here that we also tried to directly analyse INS spectra to obtain CF pa-
rameters which would reasonably describe both intensities of measured CF transitions
as well as observed CF energies and which would lead to a reasonable interpretation
of experimental magnetic specific heat and magnetization data. We would be then
not only able to compare this set of CF parameters with those already available from
susceptibility fitting and first-principles calculations, which as we already know do not
reproduce CF energies accurately, but also discuss the nature of actual CF states in
NdPd5Al2 in detail. Having to face several serious difficulties, e. g. that is possible to
find several different sets of CF parameters leading to the similar energies, our efforts
in finding of such set of CF parameters were so far fruitless.
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4.7 Discussion

We have investigated thoroughly the intermetallic NdPd5Al2 compound by means of
bulk specific heat and magnetization measurements, neutron diffraction and inelastic
neutron scattering. NdPd5Al2 crystallizes in the tetragonal ZrNi2Al5-type structure
(space group I4/mmm) with lattice parameters a = 4.147 Å and c = 14.865 Å and
orders magnetically below TN = 1.3 K.

The magnetic phase diagram of NdPd5Al2 (Fig. 4.9) has been constructed on the
basis of specific heat and M(H) measurements in the field applied along the tetragonal
c-axis. It features two distinct magnetically ordered phases. The zero-field phase is
a collinear antiferromagnet with the magnetic structure described by the propagation
vector k = (1

200) and magnetic moments oriented along the [001] direction as was
demonstrated by the neutron diffraction in Section 4.5.1. The transition to the an-
other field-induced phase is accompanied, alongside the anomaly in the specific heat
(Figs. 4.6 and 4.8), with the rapid increase of magnetization (Fig. 4.5). The existence
of two magnetic phases resembles phase diagrams of related RTX5 and R2TX8 [31, 35,
37, 39, 63]. The shape of the border between both phases is similar to that found in
R2CoGa8 series [35], while somewhat distinguishes from those published for RRhIn5

[31, 63] and R2RhIn8 compounds [37, 39], see Fig. 3.2. The microscopic nature of
both magnetic phases has been thoroughly studied by neutron diffraction in the case
of Ho2RhIn8 [38]. In both magnetic phases here, the rare-earth moments are oriented
parallel along the c-axis. The ground state magnetic structure of Ho2RhIn8 is a simple
collinear antiferromagnet characterized by the propagation vector k = (1

200), similarly
to NdPd5Al2. The magnetic structure in the field-induced phase is then a complex
multi-k structure described by four propagation vectors. The transition between both
phases can be simply viewed also as flipping of one quarter of the Ho magnetic moments
which causes the total magnetization to be half of the field-induced ferromagnetic state
value [38]. In the case of NdPd5Al2, the magnetization (Fig. 4.5) after the first transi-
tion reaches ≈ 1.2 µB/Nd which is roughly half of the saturated value presented in the
Figure 4.4, i.e. we observe the same behaviour as reported for R2RhIn8 compounds
including Ho2RhIn8 [37, 39]. Such similarity together with a closely related crystal
structure indicates possibly the same nature of the phase transition between the two
magnetic phases also in NdPd5Al2.

Interestingly, analysis of the heating pulses (inset of Fig. 4.9) revealed first-order
character of the transition from the paramagnetic to the antiferromagnetic phase. First-
order phase transition in zero field is rather unusual for transition between paramag-
netic and magnetically ordered state and for the R2CoGa8 compounds [35] exhibiting
similar phase diagram has not been reported, but it was observed in several cases,
for instance by the antiferromagnetic compounds U2Rh3Si5 [64, 65] and EuSn3 [66].
Common feature of these two compounds is, besides non-trivial ground-state magnetic
structure, that both exhibit step-like changes of lattice parameters at TN. Another
compound presenting first-order phase transition between paramagnetic and antiferro-
magnetic state, Dy3Ru4Al12 [67, 68], shows whilst only small orthorhombic distortion
at TN indicating presumably different driving mechanism behind the first-order phase
transition than the previous two. Regarding these results, an experiment following the
development of the crystal lattice of NdPd5Al2 across the TN, e. g. thermal expan-
sion or low-temperature XRD, would be desirable to reveal more precise details about
nature of the transition in our case. Another tentative explanation of the behaviour
observed by NdPd5Al2 might be the fact that the phase 2 region in the phase diagram
reaches down to the zero field (dotted line in Figure 4.9) or due to possible presence
of some other magnetic phase existing only in a very narrow temperature range as in
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the case of Ho2RhIn8 [38]. The first-order character of the transition seen in low fields
arises then from transition between this phase (or phase 2) and phase 1.

In Section 4.6, we presented our findings about the CF in NdPd5Al2 comparing
results obtained by susceptibility fitting, INS and first-principles calculations. Analy-
sis of experimental susceptibilities for H ‖ [001] and H ⊥ [001] measured on a single
crystalline sample is a common method of determination of CF parameters, e. g. [32,
35]. In other cases [69, 70], CF parameters were obtained from the INS and then con-
fronted only with the polycrystalline susceptibility data which comprise only averaged
information about the magnetocrystalline anisotropy caused by CF. Nevertheless, com-
prehensive cross-validation of the obtained results is usually missing, mostly either due
to the absence of proper single crystals for anisotropic susceptibility measurements or
due to the limited size of often exclusively flux-grown samples for which the INS ex-
periment is not reasonably feasible. As an exception to this, we may mention the work
of Blanco [71]. However, even when using both INS and single-crystal susceptibilities
for the CF parameters refinement, the author was still able to find several distinct sets
of these parameters well-describing his data as he illustrated on the example of the
tetragonal HoAg2 compound. This suggests that CF parameters, in particular those of
higher order and especially determined from susceptibility fitting only, do not always
have to be completely reliable and thus meaningfully interpretable. Generally, the most
powerful technique which could help to determine a unique set of CF parameters in
such cases unambigously would be INS employing polarization analysis and single crys-
talline samples‡, where the averaging Eq. (2.5) does not apply and matrix elements
of particular components of the total angular momentum corresponding to transition
between CF eigenstates are directly observable [72].

In regard to compounds from the RPd5Al2 series, CF parameters obtained by sus-
ceptibility fitting have been reported for PrPd5Al2 [13] and CePd5Al2 [13, 45] com-
pounds. CePd5Al2

§ was subsequently studied also by means of INS [47] revealing CF
excitations at 21.3 meV (=247 K) and 22.4 meV (=260 K) and somewhat different
set of CF parameters from the previous two, the results are compared in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: CF parameters for CePd5Al2 and corresponding energies as reported by different
authors.

author ref. method B0
2 (K) B0

4 (K) B4
4 (K) Ei (K) (doublets)

Nakano et al. [13] susc. -12 -0.1 1.9 0 197 224
Onimaru et al. [45] susc. -16.4 -0.071 1.56 0 230 300
Inoue et al. [47] INS -13.28 -0.15 2.94 0 247 260

As can be noticed in Fig. 4.24, both sets of CF parameters reported by Nakano et al.
[13] and Onimaru et al. [45] reproduce well the susceptibility data whilst they lead to
somewhat different energies of excited CF states i. e. 230 K and 300 K, respectively
247 K and 260 K. Parameters obtained by Inoue from the INS experiment lead report-
edly reproduced experimental susceptibilities sufficiently as well [47]. Not intending
to speculate about the source of discrepancies, we wanted to demonstrate possibilities
and accuracy of susceptibility fitting as a technique of determination of CF parameters
here.

In our case of NdPd5Al2, susceptibility analysis indicated parameters presented in
Table 4.4. The obtained value of the leading CF parameter B0

2 = −0.557 K< 0 is

‡with already mentioned limitations given by sample size/technical possibilities of neutrons
§Let us note that determination of the CF parameters is in the case of Ce simplified by the fact,

that only 3 from 5 CF parameters for tetragonal symmetry apply.
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Figure 4.24: Susceptibility of CePd5Al2 and fits (full lines) leading to the CF parameters in
Table 4.6 as reported by (a) Nakano et al. [13] and (b) Onimaru et al. [45]. Discussion in the
text.

consistent with the c-axis as the easy axis of magnetization presenting the same type
of anisotropy as CePd5Al2. Expressing this parameter in terms of CF parameters
Aml (1.3), whose values are more appropriate when comparing CF effects on different
rare-earth ions (since they do not involve ion-dependent multiplicative coefficients) and
assuming 〈r2〉 = 0.3120 Å for Nd [10], we will get A0

2 ≈ 280 K/Å2 which is lower
than A0

2 ≈ 600 − 800 K/Å2 resulting from parameters B0
2 for CePd5Al2 as listed in

the Table 4.6. For related NdRhIn5 compound, Hieu et. al. reported a value of the
parameter B0

2 = −1.21 K [32]. This set of CF parameters for NdPd5Al2 obtained
from susceptibilities leads to 5 Kramers doublets at 0, 40, 100, 180 and 260 K. The
subsequent INS experiment presented in Section 4.6.2 has shown CF excitations at
3.0 meV (≈35 K), 7.4 meV (≈86 K), 8.6 meV (≈100 K) and 17.1 meV (≈198 K),
for comparison of the CF energy-level schemes see Fig. 4.22. Although we were not
able to reproduce the CF energy-level scheme of NdPd5Al2 from these parameters
completely, we were, within the precision of the method (with similar results as in
the mentioned case of CePd5Al2), able to sketch some of its features, e. g. estimate
the energy of the first excited doublet and, with lower accuracy, approximate position
of the higher CF states which allowed us to produce a Schottky curve in reasonable
agreement with the experimental data (Fig. 4.23). We suppose thus, that determination
of the CF parameters from susceptibility fit as it was presented has, despite mentioned
disadvantages, its significance and it can be well-employed in the CF analysis when
complemented by other techniques.
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5. Conclusion

We have investigated thoroughly the intermetallic NdPd5Al2 compound by means of
bulk specific heat and magnetization measurements, neutron diffraction and inelastic
neutron scattering. NdPd5Al2 crystallizes in the tetragonal ZrNi2Al5-type structure
(space group I4/mmm) with lattice parameters a = 4.147 Å and c = 14.865 Å. The
compound orders magnetically below TN = 1.3 K and presents large magnetocrystalline
anisotropy due to the crystal-field effects.

The magnetic phase diagram of NdPd5Al2 has been constructed on the basis of
specific heat and M(H) measurements in the field applied along the tetragonal c-axis.
It features two distinct magnetically ordered phases - ground-state antiferromagnet-
ic phase and another field-induced phase, similarly to related tetragonal RTX5 and
R2TX8 compounds.

The nature of the zero-field antiferromagnetic phase has been studied in detail by
means of neutron diffraction. It has been established that the magnetic structure is
characterized by the commensurate propagation vector k = (1

200) and magnetic mo-
ments are oriented parallel to the [001] direction with resulting amplitude of magnetic
moments 2.22 µB per Nd ion.

The analysis of the heating pulses has revealed the first-order character of the phase
transition from paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic phase in the zero field due to the
presence of latent heat. Such behaviour is rather unusual for the phase transition from
paramagnetic to magnetically ordered phase and for the R2TX8 compounds exhibiting
analogical magnetic phase diagrams [35] has not been reported.

The tetragonal CF splits the 4I9/2 ground state of Nd3+ ions into 5 Kramers dou-
blets and influences fundamentally the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. To investigate its
effects in NdPd5Al2, we have employed following three different techniques: susceptibil-
ity fitting, first-principles calculations and inelastic neutron scattering. Susceptibility
fit resulted into a set of CF parameters reproducing well the experimental data for
both H ‖ [001] and H ‖ [100] and indicated the value of the leading CF parameter
B0

2 = −0.557 K which corresponds to the tetragonal c-axis as the easy direction of
magnetization. It allowed us to correctly approximate the energy of the first excited
CF doublet as 40 K and estimate higher CF levels as 100, 180 and 260 K leading
into Schottky specific heat which was in qualitative agreement with the experimen-
tal magnetic specific heat. On the contrary, while susceptibilities calculated from the
first-principles CF parameters followed approximately the experimental susceptibility
data at high temperatures, at low temperatures discrepancies were observable both in
susceptibility and Schottky specific heat due to the inaccurate position of the first ex-
cited doublet. Subsequent INS experiment, which enables direct observation of crystal
field excitations, revealed their positions in NdPd5Al2 at energies 35 K, 86 K, 100 K
and 198 K. Disagreement from CF energy-level scheme proposed using CF parameters
determined by susceptibility fit was registered at higher energies. This suggests that
actual values of CF parameters for NdPd5Al2 might be different from those obtained
by the susceptibility fit. Their precise evaluation which would allow us coherent a in-
terpretation of magnetization, magnetic specific data as well as INS spectra will be the
matter of future studies.
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